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Dear St Mary’s DSG Community
We will soon be calling for nominations to the Governing Body of the School from
parents as the rotational retirements take place. It seems to me then that this would
be a good time to remind the community of the governance of the School….”the
way in which we work.”
The relationship between the Church and the School
The School is “held in trust” by the Diocesan Trustees of the Anglican Diocese of
Pretoria, and all fixed assets, i.e. the buildings and the ground, are technically
owned by them. The Constitution of the School, which is a document owned by the
Diocese, is approved by the Synod of the Church, the highest decision-making
body. What this means is that the diocese keeps a keen eye on our School without
interfering. Any change in the Constitution must be approved by the Synod.
The School reports every three years to the Synod of the Diocese when summoned
by the Bishop, and four times a year to the Diocesan Standing Committee.
The Governing Body
The Bishop of Pretoria is the constitutionally appointed Chair of the Governing Body,
but he delegates this to the Chair of the Governors’ Executive, at present Advocate
Fay Mukaddam. At the end of this year her place will be taken by Mr Dion Shango.
Other members of the Governing Body are the Chair of the Parents’ Association, two
other members nominated by the Parents’ Association, a representative of the
Synod, two members of the Old Girls’ Association, and a maximum of seven
additional members of which at least two must be parents. Members may be coopted. Remaining Governing Body members elect the incoming members
depending on the skills needed after interviewing them. As soon as the new
Governing Body is established we will communicate with the Community.
The Governing Body meets six times a year and its role is defined in the Constitution.
Essentially the Governing Body dictates Policy, Finance and Strategy, and takes
responsibility for the sustainability of the organisation ensuring that the School
remains true to the Constitution. It does not get involved with operational issues.
The Head of School is employed by the Governing Body, and is responsible to them
as defined by the Constitution. All other employees are employed by the Head of
School, who delegates the authority to run the Junior School to the Junior School
Principal. The Head of School is also the Senior School Principal. Senior posts are
often filled in consultation with the Governing Body.
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The Head of School, Junior School Principal, and Business Manager (bursar) report at
least six times a year to the Governing Body.
The Governing Body has various sub-committees. These are Finance, Lands and
Buildings, Policy, Risk and Transformation and Diversity, and they report to the
Governing Body.
Communication with the Governing Body has its own email address:
chairgovbody@stmarys.pta.school.za

With best wishes.
The Revd Canon A W Paterson, Head of School
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VACANCIES, VACANCIES, VACANCIES
Vacancies on St Mary’s DSG Governing Body 2019
Nominations are called for two (2) positions which falls vacant at the end of the
year.
Parents are invited to nominate other parents or persons outside of the school for
these positions, should they wish to do so.
Nominations forms are available at Reception in both Junior and Senior Schools.
These completed forms should be returned to
the Bursar (Mrs van der Westhuizen)
no later than 12 noon on Monday 15 October 2018
Relevant extract from the school’s Constitution:
“Voting and Related Matters
All persons nominated/elected to the Governing Body shall acknowledge and
promote the nature and objects of the School referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3.
All persons nominated/elected to the Governing Body shall be practising Christians,
provided that, on good and sufficient cause, the Bishop shall have the authority to
exempt not more than three (3) lay persons from this provision.
Election of new members to the Governing Body shall take place once a year
during November. Nominations of candidates shall be received in writing not later
than 30 days before the Electoral meeting and shall be published to the parents not
later than 14 days before the Electoral meeting.
Candidates nominated for election shall present their credentials for inspection at
the Electoral Meeting.”
The Electoral Meeting will be held on Tuesday 13 November 2018.
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GOVERNING BODY ELECTIONS
NOMINATION FORM

I…………………………………………. (Name and Surname), hereby give consent to be
nominated as a Governing Body member for the period 1 January 2019 to 31
December 2022.
……………………………………..
Signature

……………………………………
Date

Nominated by: 1)…………………………………
Signature

……………………………………
Full Name

Nominated by: 2)………………………………….
Signature

…………………………………….
Full Name
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GRADE 0

Spring has sprung! And while the Grade 0 block had a makeover during the
holidays, the Grade 0s have been planting and looking after their own seedlings
and garden.
We planted beans and recorded the growth of our beans – such excitement at
seeing the wonderful world of nature explode around us.
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Grade 1
The Grade 1s had a great PBL day with fun educational activities. The girls made
their own Jack and the Beanstalk storybook. The activities involved reading,
analysing the story, answering comprehension questions and being creative. The
girls also watched ‘Hooked on Books’ and the show was as spectacular as always.
Miss C Fereira and Miss L Tefo (Grade 1 Interns)
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Grade 2

In Grade 2 this term, we are continuing with our
rainforest theme. We have now started to learn
about certain animals in the rainforest, namely
the red-eyed tree frog, the toucan and the sloth.
The girls learnt about where these animals live in
the rainforest, in which layer you could find them,
what they eat and how they adapted to the
rainforest.
The Grade 2 girls got the opportunity to create
their own red-eyed tree frog. They were then
asked to write interesting facts about the redeyed tree frog which they remembered from what we have learnt in class. Based on
what the girls learnt about the toucan, they had to answer questions on it, label it
and were also asked to draw a picture of the toucan and its flock.
The girls are also currently busy with their rainforest project where they get to select a
rainforest animal, do research on that animal and then they will be presenting it to
the class. The Grade 2s will also be visiting the Monte Casino Bird Gardens, where
they will be able to see some of the birds found in the rainforest.
Miss Jaimé-Lee Wentzel and Mrs Bathabile Ntuli
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Grade 4 Camp
“Camp was the favourite part of my Grade 4 year. It taught me things about wildlife
and plants. My favourite part of camp was the mud bath, playing in the sticky, wet
mud was wonderful. I thought that not being able to choose who I wanted in my
cabin for camp would be horrible, but socializing with new people and learning
about them and their lives was amazing, just pure fun if you ask me. Participating in
group activities and learning about my friends’ strengths and weaknesses was
interesting too. So dear Grade 3s I want you to carry our legacy and have the best
time at Sediba Kwele.”
-SIPHOSETHU NKOSI 4M
“Though the mud pond was messy at camp
and not everyone enjoyed it, looking back I’d
love to do it again (minus the mud everywhere
part). The food was delectable: breakfast, lunch
and dinner but my all-time favourite part of
camp was the warm night walk, seeing the
Milky Way far away from the city and hearing
the neighbouring lions roar.”
-ADDISON DE VILLIERS 4R

From left: Reamogetswe Khutwana,
Addison De Villiers, Kitso Mosaka
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“My camp was super fun and exciting.
As I stepped off the long blue bus my
anxious thumping heart nearly jumped
out of my fragile happy chest. The
facilitators were the funniest guys and
girls I ever heard. We sang repeat after
me songs and it was extremely hot. The
most challenging activity was the super
hero obstacle course. I fell at the first try
but then I finished. Breakfast was not as
nice as I was expecting. Most of my
hungry, sugar craving friends had a
sugar rush. I loved the catwalk, it was my
favorite activity. I was the most
intelligent designer I had ever seen. I still
can’t believe we made a dress out of
plastic, tape and paper. I was
disappointed when they said we
couldn’t go zip lining. During the night
walk I was a bit scared but I just had to
put a smile on it. In the mud bath, I totally
overreacted. I was screaming and I was cold. I felt like crying, it was just a bundle of
unchecked emotions but at the end of the day, I had fun. The game drive was
interesting and we saw a lot of unique animals and had a lot of fun. The next day we
left and I have never had so much to talk about.”
-THABILE MOROBELA 4B
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Grade 6 Camp
This year the Grade 6s went on camp to
Hadeda Creek. We slept in tents and had some
scary spider visitors at night. On the first day of
camp we went on a 5km hike which was a
workout of the century. We also scaled a
climbing wall and some attempted archery.
The tarzan swing over a mud pit was also great
fun and a good way to end the obstacle
course. On the third day we all took part in the
potjiekos competition which was great fun. We
learnt some new skills that we are sure we will
be able to use in future. The presentation we
attended gave us valuable insight into the
history and nature of the area. We were away
for 5 days and it was a wonderful time spent
with friends and we will never forget all the fun
we had.
Shelby Bodenstein 6D
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Grade 6 Heritage Day
Heritage is such an important part of all our lives. The traditions, customs and cultural
observances unique to our heritage are what make each of us so special. In Sepedi
FAL we have dedicated the past few weeks to themes that are related to the
celebration of heritage.
In Grade 6 we took a closer look at our school and the diverse heritage we find in
our classrooms and school community.
The Grade 6 girls wrote short diary entries detailing what they had seen on the
21 September as the Junior School celebrated Heritage Day. They had to observe
their friends as they went about their day and document their findings and include a
drawing of what attire they had on to celebrate their own heritage.
The creative pieces of work that the girls produced go to show just how proud St
Mary’s DSG girls are of their heritage!
Ms Idah Makhafola (Junior School Sepedi teacher)

Emma Currin

Hope Makhele
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Iman Omar Carrim

Unathi Mabudusha
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Grade 7
South African Council for English Educators 2018
SACEE provides a means for aspiring writers to have their work published, and as
they receive many thousands of entries, it truly is special to have your work chosen.
No matter how many years you enter, the outcome remains unexpected, making
those few months a gruelling wait. At first, your entry being chosen doesn’t seem of
great importance, but when you’re at the prizegiving with the tiny number of other
people whose entries have been chosen, you then understand what a big deal it is.
SACEE really is the crème de la crème of English in Pretoria.
Kate Peterkin (Grade 7)
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Using iPads in the Afrikaans classroom
In the Afrikaans classroom the iPads are often used as aids to help with reading and
building vocabulary. Girls will read a passage and record their reading on the iPad.
They can then play back their recording and listen to themselves. Apart from being
less intimidating than reading in front of the whole class, they are able to listen to
themselves with a critical ear and practise pronunciation and fluency before
recording themselves again.
iPads are also useful for building vocabulary in an interactive manner. Girls will read
a passage, find unfamiliar words in the dictionary and then build a mini-dictionary
for themselves using an app like Book Creator. They will type the Afrikaans word and
its English meaning and find a suitable picture that portrays the meaning of the
word. Girls can then make a sentence with the new word that they have learned
and record themselves saying the word and the sentence. In this manner they read,
write and speak the word while visualising it and applying it in a sentence.
Mrs Karin Snyman (Junior School Teacher)
Some examples:
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Physical Sciences
As always, girls of all grades found practical investigations a welcome reprieve from
the theory of the subject, which they often find very challenging.
Being able to help some of the other learners in the class set up their circuit boards
boosted the confidence of many of the Grade 8 girls.
One of the practicals that the Grade 10 girls did was investigate the solubility of salts.
Each girl then received a sample of an unknown salt. They had to perform the
necessary tests to identify the anion in their unknown salt. All the girls seemed to
have enjoyed the hands-on experience with apparatus and chemicals.

Grade 12 girls using a winch to lift a load for their Physics Focus
Practical Investigation

Grade 8 girls
focused on
connecting their
circuits correctly

Grade 10 girls busy with their
solubility tests
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Afrikaans Senior Olympiad
The senior learners performed well in the Afrikaans Senior Olympiad. Four of our girls
received certificates for their outstanding results. Ilana Jacobs, Mieke Muller, Nicole
de Jager and Lisa Dreyer were in the top 100 students nationally. A special thanks to
Mrs Le Roux, Mrs Neser, Mrs Booysen and Mrs Jorissen who worked so hard and
inspired the girls to reach their full potential and develop their skills in the Afrikaans
Language.
Students on the Top 20 Provincial List:




Ilana Jacobs 89.23%
Mieke Muller 86.92%
Lisa Dreyer 86,92%

Students on the Top 100 National List:





Ilana Jacobs 89.23%
Mieke Muller 86.92%
Lisa Dreyer 86,92%
Nicole de Jager 86,15%

Students who obtained 80% or more for the Afrikaanse Senior Olimpiade










Ilana Jacobs 89.23%
Mieke Muller 86.92%
Lisa Dreyer 86,92%
Nicole de Jager 86,15%
Eryquin-Mor Ferguson 80%
Isabella Pretorius 81.54%
Marié Pretorius 81.54%
Simoné van Tonder 80.77%
Miché de Wet 84.62%
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St Mary’s DSG Sport produced a whopping 33 provincial representatives across all
sporting codes of all ages in 2018, with five young ladies representing South Africa in
their respective disciplines.

All the best to St Mary’s DSG’s first ever Junior Olympian, Angel Nkosi, who departed
for the Youth Olympic Games in Argentina on 1 October 2018.
If she believes in herself, she will fly!
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ATHLETICS
On 14 September our Junior Athletics team went to compete at the Southdowns
College Prestige Athletic meet with the following results:
10 –

Gold

6–

Silver

10 –

Bronze
We are very proud of our young athletes!
Sports Day and Inter-House Field Event news will follow in the next issue of the
St Mary’s Matters.
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BASKETBALL
Annual St Peter’s Sports Festival
Our First Team took part in the St Peter’s Basketball Festival from 14 to 16 September.
This tournament is one of the strongest tournaments for U18 girls in the country. Our
team participated with courage and they enjoyed the competition. We finished 13th
overall.
Junior School Basketball
Our teams played against The American
International School of Johannesburg on
Thursday 27 September. This was a great
season opener and the girls really
participated well.

Tshwane Selections
Congratulations to the following Junior School girls for being selected for the U13
Tshwane Team which participated in the Gauteng Championships:


Inaamunu Karuihe



Taonga Ng’anjo



Katelynne Olifant



Palesa Theteletsa



Rethabile Ratlhogo

Congratulations to One Kenosi for being selected for the Tshwane U15 Team that
participated in the Gauteng Championships.
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South African Selections
Two of our Senior School players, Hannah Palane and Thando Mothiba, have been
selected to represent the South African U15 Team at the Zone 5 African Qualifiers
that will be held in Gaborone, Botswana, from 7 to 17 December 2018.
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SQUASH

Congratulations to Deneil Beukes for being selected to
represent South Africa later this year in Malaysia!

Well done to Deneil Beukes and Ashton Weir for
reaching the top 10 in the U14 age-group in
South Africa.

NJSA Start of the Season Open (7-9 September 2018)
U16

Ashton Weir

2nd

Deneil Beukes

4th

Surina Singh

7th
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Gauteng League (7, 14 & 21 September 2018)
This year was the first year we entered teams into the Gauteng League. Our girls did
amazingly well and our A team ended 1st in Section 3 and our 2nd team ended 2nd in
Section 4. Well done girls!
Section 3 – St Mary’s DSG A Team
7 September

14 September

21 September

St Mary’s DSG A

Marist Brothers A

9-0

St Mary’sDSG A

St Andrew’s B

9-0

St Mary’s DSG A

Beaulieu A

9-0

St Mary’s DSG A

St Mary’s

9-0

St Mary’s DSG A

St Stithian’s A

8-1

St Mary’s DSG A

Rand Park High

9-0

Section 4 – St Mary’s DSG 5 Team
7 September

14 September

21 September

St Mary’s DSG B

St Andew’s C

6-0

St Mary’s DSG B

St Mary’s

6-0

St Mary’s DSG B

St Theresa’s A

0-9

St Mary’s DSG B

Beaulieu B

9-0

St Mary’s DSG B

St Stithian’s B

7-2

St Mary’s DSG B

Beaulieu B

8-1
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Senior Inter-House: 18 September
Well done to St David House for winning the Inter-House squash.
FINAL RESULTS:
SENIOR 1

SENIOR 2

JUNIOR 1

JUNIOR 2

TOTALS:

ST PATRICK

2

4

6

0

12

ST GEORGE

0

3

0

4

7

ST ANDREW

4

0

5

6

15

ST DAVID

6

6

2

2

16

Some of our girls are playing friendly matches against PGHS
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TENNIS
Our Senior 1st Team went to the Hilton
College Tennis Festival in
Pietermaritzburg. Bad weather
hindered play, but we managed to
get a few doubles and mixed doubles
matches in against St Mary’s Waverley,
Roedean and St Mary’s DSG, Kloof.
Our U11 and U13 teams participated
along with WHPS in the Davis Cup
Mixed Doubles Tournament. We divided
each team in half, where the one half played as South Africa and the other half as
Spain. Our girls had a great time playing alongside the WHPS boys.
South Africa Team

Spain Team

Paris Stanley

Zoe Terblanche

Joy-Mari Boyce

Natalie Vermandele

Aisha Connolly

Lia Posthumus-Meyjes

Juliet Forbes

Katlego Manyane

Brooke Stanley

Georgina Lunn

Lisa Boer

Kganya Kungoane

Naledi Pitso

Acehi Ubomba-Jaswa

Jane Pienaar

Jessica Loubser
Rachel Lister

All matches were very close, but South Africa came through as the overall winner!
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Top Ten Parenting Tips to remember as we
Approach the End of Year Rush
As the end of 2018 comes closer the pace of life often increases and we can feel
the crunch as on all sides.
Parenting in between the rush while managing a hectic schedule can be a
challenge at times. A few years ago, a number of psychologists and child care
specialists were asked to give their top tips for parenting. The aim was to look for the
basic gems and top tips.
The following is what they shared:
1. Listen for the meaning behind the behaviour or words. Children relay their
feelings, thoughts and perceptions through their behaviour and it is a parent’s
job to read between the lines. Once you have discovered the reasoning
behind the behaviour and view it in context it becomes easier to manage
and shape.
2. Quality time has no replacement. Putting down the cell phones or
scheduling ‘screen free’ time in the house, even just for a quick conversation
or eating dinner together, encourages quality face-to-face time. In our
technology-filled world we may all need a break every now and then to
reconnect with those we love.
3. Turn the speed dial down. We all move at a mile a minute, but this might
mean we rush and may miss small things that could later become big things.
This can be as simple as changing when saying hello or goodbye from 30
second perfunctory activity into a 2-minute face to face interaction and be
with your child in that moment, without rushing past it and not truly noticing.
4. Every meltdown is not a disaster. We have all had a stressful or emotional
day where our frustration tolerance was limited. Afford your child the same
opportunity when they express their emotions and appear upset; rather than
begging them to stop, reflect their feelings back to them and help them
verbalise how they are feeling.
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5. There are no ‘super-parents’. Remember that to be able to care for others,
you need to take care of yourself as well. Parenting is a marathon and not a
sprint so take it one day at a time, doing the best you can along the way.
Remember that your happiness counts too!
6. Admit your own mistakes. We expect children to apologise, but forget to
do the same at times. If you have scolded too quickly or perhaps been
harsher than you meant to, apologise and move forward together.
7. Choices make the world run smoother. Children enjoy having a sense of
control and a say in what happens to them. This means providing them with
and teaching them to make good choices. The choices can still be within
your boundaries e.g. “Would you like to do maths or reading homework
first?”. Let your child guide you regarding the amount of control they receive
and always provide parameters.
8. Don’t ‘save’ them just to save some time. Frustrations are part of life and
learning to deal with them is an important life skill. Even though it may seem
easier to give in and ‘save’ them from their homework now by providing
answers...in the long run this is not the best option. Even though they are
disappointed because they didn’t achieve what they wanted (first place at
the gala) don’t minimize the achievements of the winners, rather reflect back
their feelings and encourage them to enjoy what they do and next time to try
again. Sometimes making an effort is more important than winning.
9. Be consistent and pick your battles. Consistency makes children feel safe
and also ensures that they know what you expect from them. When energy is
scarce and stress levels are high ask yourself – “is this truly worth fighting
about?”
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10. Have fun together. Life has many ups and downs and there is a lot of
detail involved in that planning and running. It is important to carve out some
time to just have fun together.

Decorating gifts for ‘Santa’s shoe box’,

throwing a few water balloons or even taking a couple of wacky family
pictures with everyone still in their PJ’s, pulling faces at the camera one
Saturday morning can be a rejuvenating and enjoyable experience.

As the year moves along at an ever-increasing speed it is good to reconnect and
remember what truly matters. Enjoy the numerous opportunities to be proud and
celebrate the growth your daughter has shown this year.

Mrs Riandie Marais
Educational Psychologist
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The Parents’ Association Committee
“The most beautiful moments always seemed to accelerate and slip beyond one’s
grasp just when you want to hold onto them for as long as possible” – Nathaniel
Hawthorne
This year has whizzed by at an alarming pace. It is however, important to reflect and
remember meaningful engagements and events that have left lasting impressions.

Recent Events/Initiatives
September: Heritage Day
Heritage Day recognises and celebrates the cultural wealth of our nation. We
celebrated by remembering the cultural heritage of the many cultures that make up
the population of South Africa.



August: Boarder Parent Meet and Greet
We enjoyed meeting and introducing ourselves,
over a cup of tea or coffee, to the boarder
parents on the last day of term (3 August) from
11h00 in front of the main hall. We are committed
to being available to engage with parents.
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July: Outreach – The Street Store
We would like to thank all the parents for
the generous support and donations that
we received for the Street Shop, our
Mandela Day initiative. We hosted the
street store at the Hillcrest Swimming pool
on the 18th July. We estimate that
roughly 500 people’s lives were touched,
with clothes, shoes and soup. We also
delivered boxes of clothes to Mothibi
House, which houses homeless people as
well as some Tuks students who cannot
afford accommodation.
A very important spin-off from the day
was the ‘Inreach’ that was achieved, as
members of staff also got to shop for some clothing. The gratitude from the staff
alone was overwhelming.
Our first and foremost objective is to build and uphold the positive relations between
the parent body and the School Community, as detailed in our Parents’ Association
Constitution, which was approved in November last year. Ultimately our role is to
serve you.
Please remember our dedicated email address: pa@stmarys.pta.school.za. Should
you have any queries, compliments or complaints, please do not hesitate to contact
us.
Mrs Rochelle Damons
Chair: PA
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www.stmarys.pta.school.za
Tel: 012 366 0500
Email: dsg@stmarys.pta.school.za

